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Created by: US Regional Product Team

Introduction
An edition is a "Pack" of Apps that compose the initial experience on a VTEX Store, it
contains all the apps for basic functionality. The B2B Store Edition also includes a few B2B
related Apps.

We also keep a default theme with an initial setup that can be used as a reference for your
own development

Installation
You'll need the VTEX CLI toolbelt to connect to your environment, you can find more
information about the CLI here

You may need assistance from a VTEX employee to setup this edition to your account

vtex edition set vtex.b2b-store-edition@0.x

It's not mandatory to set a new edition, you can install the Apps manually to the account
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Apps

Checkout UI Custom

Allow the Store Admin to customize the checkout experience.
https://vtex.io/docs/components/functional/vtex.checkout-ui-custom

Quick Order

Also known as Bulk Order, provides different ways to add products to the cart in a more
productive way, it lives under /quickorder
https://vtex.io/docs/components/functional/vtex.quickorder

B2B Organizations

App to create and manage B2B Organizations and Cost Centers, it provides a Register
route (/organization-request) and management interfaces from the Store Admin
(/admin/b2b-organizations/organizations) and Store Front (/account#/organization)

https://github.com/vtex-apps/b2b-organizations/

B2B Orders History

It's a fork from the default Orders App that relies on the B2B Organization to allow users
to see order from their Cost Centers or Organizations depending on the Role

This app can be found under /account menu, the default Orders History is hidden by a
configuration on the My Account app

https://{{accountName}}.myvtex.com/admin/apps/vtex.my-account@1.x/setup/
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B2B Quotes on

With this App you can save a cart, name it, add comments and submit it to approval, it also
supports different permissions depending on the User's role

List Quotes route is available under /b2b-quotes and /b2b-quotes/create

https://github.com/vtex-apps/b2b-quotes

B2B Checkout Settings

This app changes the behavior of the checkout flow, it replaces the original Shipping Step
with a list of shared addresses within the same Cost Center, also uses the Storefront
Permission to block the checkout flow from users with restricted permissions

https://github.com/vtex-apps/b2b-checkout-settings

Storefront Permissions UI

This app allows you to customize Role permissions of Apps that depend on
vtex.storefront-permission. It also exposes a block interface to allow you to change the
Theme's behavior depending on the User's role

https://github.com/vtex-apps/storefront-permissions-ui

Customers Admin

This app allows you to make changes to the user configuration, making changes to their
Organization and Cost Center

https://github.com/vtex/admin-customers
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B2B Theme
We've released a 2.x version of the B2B New Store Theme with an example for your initial
development

https://github.com/vtex-apps/b2b-newstore-theme/tree/v2.0.0
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